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DATE DAY PARTICULARS 

23/03/20 MONDAY Maths: Make a list of population of 10 cities and write that 

number in Indian System/ International System. 

Social: 1.Make a list of the occupations of people living in ancient 

towns and the modern towns. 2.What is Silk route? Name the king 

who tried to control the silk route. 

24/03/20 Tuesday Maths: Make five exampler of estimation of number( Addition & 

Subtraction) 

26/03/20 Thursday Social: Write few lines on Forests and their uses. How are plains 

useful to us? 

Maths:5 exemplar on estimation of numbers(multiplication/division) 
27/03/20 Friday ह िंहि:शब्ि मेि- सिंजा,सर्वनाम (वर्कारी  शब्ि) 

 Telugu:  బాలనాగమ్మ    స్వీ య రచన 1,3, ప్రశ్న  జవాబులు, 

రదజాలం  2nd bit , v bit. Ls. చదువు   స్వీ య రచన 1,2 ప్రశ్న  

జవాబులు 

Maths: Write properties of whole numbers and two examples 

each. 

28/03/20 Saturday Maths: Test of divisibility Rules for 4,8,9,10 and two examples 

each 

30/03/20 Monday English: Message Writing: You are Rohan. Today morning you 

received a call from Mr.Vasu, your father’s friend. Your father was 

on his morning walk.  Mr.Vasu asked you to please convey your 

father that he was in fever. He is not in a position to go to the 

office today. He has asked your father to inform the Managing 

Director about it. Write the message to your father in not more 

than 50 words. Put the message in a box. 

Maths: Classification of triangles with definitions and figures. 

31/03/20 Tuesday Maths: Draw parts of circle and define each part. 

01/04/20 Wednesday Maths: Draw 2D & 3D shapes and paste two examples for each. 

02/04/20 Thursday Maths: Practice Ex: 6.2 ( 3 problems in each bit) 

ह िंहि:शब्ि मेि – वर्शेषण क्रिया (वर्कारी  शब्ि) 

03/04/20 Friday Maths: Make five exemplar on Addition of fractions ( 2 word 

problems must) 
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తెలుగు: Ls: రల్లటెూరి పిలవెాడు,   స్వీ య రచన 1,2, ప్రశ్న  

జవాబులు.Ls. వర షం  స్వీ య రచన 1,2, ప్రశ్న  జవాబులు, అరా్ధలు, 

సంతవాక్యా లు. భాషా  భాగలు ఎన్నన ? అవి ఏవి?  

04/04/20 Saturday Maths: Make five exemplar on Subtraction of fractions. 

06/04/20 Monday Maths: Write conversion table ( Money, Capacity, Weight, Length) 

English: Description: Describe yourself in a paragraph about 80 to 

100 words. Also mention, what you would like to be when you 

grow up. You may use words that best suit your develop and 

ambition,  from the box. 

 

 

 

You may choose any one of the profession mentioned below. 

When I grow up, I would like to be a  astronaut/ fashion 

designer/teacher/Doctor/ engineer/ businessman / business 

woman/ police/ architect/ artist. 

07/04/20 Tuesday Maths: Collect two pictographs and Bargraphs and write 

about it. 

తెలుగు: Ls. క్యపాడుకందం,  స్వీ య రచన 1,2, ప్రశ్న  జవాబులు, 

సృజనాతమ కతలో పోసటరు. 

Ls: శ్తక సుధ , 1,3,7 రదా లు. విభకుల గూరిి  ర్ధయండి. 

08/04/20 Wednesday Maths: Find various objects from your surroundings which have 

regular shapes and find their perimeter. 

Social: Write few differences between Urban & Rural Life Style. 

2. Write your view on global warming. 

09/04/20 Thursday  ह िंहि: र्णवमाला, मात्राऐ,  बार खड़ी क,च,र,प,म,ग 

Math: Find Area of different shapes using graph paper. 

10/04/20 Friday Maths: Practice ex: 10.3 

11/04/20 Saturday Maths: Complete the tables of pg.no. 239 & 241 

13/04/20 Monday English: Notice Writing:  You are Nikhil/Nitya, the Head Boy/Head 

Girl of your school. Write a notice in 50 words on behalf of your 

school inviting all the grandparents of  the students of your school 

to celebrate “ World Elders Day” on October 1st 2020. 

Confident, nervous, weak, calm, intelligent, curious, patient, shy, extrovent, well-

built, helpful, friendly, talkative, etc. 
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Maths: Ratio and proportion exempler ( 1 to 7) 

14/04/20 Tuesday Maths: Practice Unitary Method 

15/04/20 Wednesday ह िंहि: मॉ वर्षय पर  ननबिंध ललखखए ! 

Social: How can the stereotype that girls are a burden on their 

parents affect the life of a daughter? Imagine this situation and list 

at least three different effects that this stereotype. Can have on 

the way daughters get treated in the house. 

Maths: Try to construct any (five) angles without using protractor. 


